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ABOUT THIS MANUAL 
 

CONVENTIONS 
The following conventions appear in this manual: 

 

 Thesymbol leads you through nested menu items and dialog box options to a final 
action. The sequence Tools Options directs you to pull down the Tools menu, select 
Options item. 

 

 

Bold Bold text denotes items that you must select or click on the software, such as menu 
items and dialog box options. Bold text also denotes parameter names. 

 

 

italic  Italic text denotes variables, emphasis, a cross reference, or an introduction to a key 
concept. This font also denotes text that is a placeholder for a word or value that you 
must supply. 

 

 

monospace  Text in this font denotes text or characters that you should enter from the keyboard, 
sections of code, programming examples, and syntax examples. This font is also used 
for the proper names of disk drives, paths, directories, programs, subprograms, 
subroutines, device names, functions, operations, variables, filenames and extensions, 
and code excerpts. 

 

 

monospace  
italic  

Italic text in this font denotes text that is a placeholder for a word or value that you 
must supply. 
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INDUSTRIAL EXTENSION FOR IDAQ 
Industrial Extension is a set of functionalities which extends iDaq data processing with real-time Virtual 
Channels (abbreviated to VC), Virtual Digital Lines (abbreviated to VDL) and Waveform Processing Units 
(abbreviated to WPU).  

These Virtual Channels, Virtual Digital Lines (VDL) and Waveform Processing Units (WPU) are commonly 
used to managed signals and states of industrial machinery. Using Industrial Extension, iDaq can turn raw 
data like digital contacts from machinery into useful information like, tools lifetime, cycle time and 
machinery effective work time. 

Virtual Channels and Virtual Digital Lines are logically grouped to better organize them according to their 
purpose and type. This aggregation allows iDaq to improve performance and reduce CPU utilization. 

Example: 

A device measures data from a machine and user needs to generate virtual channels to transform raw 
data into production data (piece counter, cycle time, etc.) and process data (tools lifetime, engine Work 
time, etc.). Two channel groups can be created with names “Production Data” and “Process Data” each 
containing the virtual channels calculated from raw signals (usually digital lines controlled by machinery). 

The following structure is created into iDaq Virtual Channel Table: 

 

FIGURE 1 LOGICAL ORGANIZATION OF VIRTUAL CHANNELS IN TWO GROUPS. 

Channel groups are called Virtual Channel Aggregates (abbreviated to VCA). 
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VIRTUAL CHANNEL CALCULATOR CAPABILITY 
iDaq has the capability to define virtual channels calculated from physical channels thank to the Virtual 
Channel Calculator (V.C.C.) provided for several devices. 

Select iDaq main window Device Icon and check the Capabilities list contained in the Device Editor 
window. The presence of a V.C.C. Capability button means that your device supports virtual channels. 

 

FIGURE 2 - DEVICE EDITOR WITH VIRTUAL CHANNEL CALCULATOR CAPABILITY 

In order to define a Virtual channel, click on the  button associated to the V.C.C. capability to open 
the Virtual Channel Calculator Editor window, as shown in the image: 

 

FIGURE 3 - VIRTUAL CHANNEL CALCULATOR EDITOR. 

Virtual Channel Calculator Editor allows adding, editing end removing of Virtual Channels (VC) and Virtual 
Digital Lines (VDL). Use the buttons described below, to manage your Virtual Channels and Virtual Digital 
Lines (VDL): 

(1) ADD Button: add a new Virtual Channel Aggregate that can contain 1 or multiple Virtual Channels 
and Virtual Digital Lines, 

(2) Edit Button: edit an existing Virtual Channel Aggregate, 
(3) Remove Button: remove and existing Virtual Channel Aggregate, 
(4) Help Button: open this user guide. 

Table (5) display the name of existing Virtual Channel Aggregate in current device.  
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ADDING A VIRTUAL CHANNEL AGGREGATE 
To add a new Virtual Channel Aggregate, press ADD button, its editor is display with available Virtual 
Channel Aggregates, as shown in the example below: 

 

FIGURE 4 – SELECTION OF AVAILABLE VIRTUAL CHANNEL AGGREGATE 

Click on the Virtual Channel Aggregate you want to create; once selected press OK button. 

 

FIGURE 5 – INDUSTRIAL VIRTUAL CHANNEL AGGREGATE EDITOR. 

With Virtual Channel Aggregate Editor, you can create Virtual Channels and Virtual Digital Lines (VDL). 
This window contains the following elements: 

1. Virtual Channel Aggregate Name: each Virtual Channel Aggregate must have a unique name in 
current device. Different devices can have Virtual Channel Aggregate with same name; 

2. Virtual Channel Aggregate Description (optional): multiline text that describe the Virtual 
Channel Aggregate; 

3. Analog Channels Page with Virtual Channels: this page contains a list of created Virtual Channels 
in this Virtual Channel Aggregate and buttons to manage them; 

4. Digital Lines Page with Virtual Digital Lines (VDL): this page contains a list of created Virtual 
Digital Lines (VDL) in this Virtual Channel Aggregate and buttons to manage them; 

5. List of created Virtual Channels; 
6. ADD button: use this button to add new Virtual Channel; 
7. Edit button: use this button to edit existing Virtual Channels; 
8. Remove Button: use this button to remove existing Virtual Channels; 
9. Advanced Settings Button: use this button to configure advanced setting for current Virtual 

Channel Aggregate. This button is enabled for Virtual Channel Aggregate with Advanced Setting 
Dialog only. 

10. Help Button: use this button to open current user guide. 
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VIRTUAL CHANNELS AND VIRTUAL DIGITAL LINES AVAILABLE WITH 
INDUSTRIAL EXTENSION 
Industrial Extension package includes the following Virtual Channels: 

• Active Time from Pulse 
• Analog to INT 
• Blinking Status 
• Circular Counter 
• Cycle Time from Counter 
• Digital to INT 
• Parametric Offset 
• Percentage Difference 
• Smart Counter 
• Smart Piece Counter 
• Stabilized Time from Counter 

 and virtual digital lines: 

• Range Control 
• Value Crossing 
• Production Status 
• Value Match 

Moreover, other kind of Virtual Channel Calculations (VCCs) can be applied to the signal: Features 
Extraction, INT to Digital, and Math. 

Each extension is explained in section Extensions included in Industrial Package. 
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EXTENSIONS INCLUDED IN INDUSTRIAL 
PACKAGE 

In the follow, each virtual Channel (VC), Virtual Digital Line (VDL) and Waveform Processing Unit (WPU) is 
described. 

 

 

ACTIVE TIME FROM PULSE 
This type of virtual channel allows the calculation of time that refers to a phenomenon measured by a 
specific analog signal or digital line. The following charts show active time calculated for both signal types. 

 

FIGURE 6 – ACTIVE TIME FROM PULSE EXAMPLE. 

When signal values are greater than an activation bound (horizontal red line), the time value starts 
growing. Its value is kept until a new value is calculated, i.e. reference channel values are greater than 
activation bound. 

 

FIGURE 7 – ACTIVE TIME SETTINGS WINDOW. 
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Configuration of Active Time Virtual Channel includes the following settings: 

1. Channel Name: cannot be empty and must be unique; 
2. Min Value: defines the minimum value of the channel; 
3. Max Value: defines the maximum value of the channel; 
4. Use Digital Line: if selected, then active Time is calculated from a digital line. If unselected, the 

Active Time is calculated on values of selected analog channel; 
5. Signal: it is the reference channel/digital line to calculate Active Time; 
6. Activation Value: if Signal is an analog channel, Active Time is calculated when values of selected 

channel are above this value; 
7. Calculate On Enabling Digital Line: if selected, then Active Time is calculated only when selected 

digital line is ON; 
8. Enable Digital Line: is the reference Digital Line to enable Active Time computation; 
9. Calculate on Machine status Channel Values: if selected, then Active Time is calculated only 

when selected channel assumes one of the values defined in “Enabling Status Values”. This value 
can represent, for example, the status of a PLC. By imposing this command, the value of the 
counter is increased only in the statuses specified; 

10. Machine Status Channel: is the reference channel which represents the current machine status; 
11. Enabling Status Values: are the status values (integer) that enable Active Time Computation; 
12. Calculate Cumulative Time (Life Time): if selected then calculated value is stored when iDaq 

terminates and loaded when iDaq is restarted so that Active Time values is initialized with last 
stored value; 

13. Set To Zero When Measure is Not Growing: if selected, channel value is set to zero when Active 
Time value is not changing; 

14. Publish Value While Growing: if selected then published value is updated in real time, if 
unselected, published value is final value calculated of reference channel; 

15. Measure Style: this setting allows to choose between 3 different type of measurements for 
Active Time. Depending on the setting, Active Time will be measured in 3 different ways, as 
shown in the following figure. 
• Between rising and falling fronts: Active Time is T1 
• Between rising fronts: Active Time is T2 
• Between falling fronts: Active Time is T3 
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16. User Guide: Open the Virtual Channel Industrial User Guide; 
17. Edit Custom Channel Attributes: Allows to add a custom attribute to the channel; 
18. Edit Group: Allows to edit the channel group 
19. Edit Settings: Allows to edit advanced settings for the channel. 
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ACTIVE TIME FROM COUNTER 
This type of virtual channel allows the calculation of time that refers to a counter; every time the piece 
counter is increased. This type of virtual channel shows the cumulative calculation of time. 

For example, if the piece counter goes from 100 to 105 in 10 seconds, the time calculated will be  

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑇𝑇 𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓 =
10

105 − 100
= 2𝑠𝑠 

The following charts show how active time is calculated. 

 

FIGURE 8 – ACTIVE TIME FROM COUNTER EXAMPLE. 

Configuration of Active Time Virtual Channel includes the following settings: 

 

FIGURE 9 – ACTIVE TIME FROM COUNTER SETTINGS WINDOW. 

1. Channel Name: cannot be empty and must be unique; 
2. Min Value: defines the minimum value of the channel; 
3. Max Value: defines the maximum value of the channel; 
4. Signal: it is the reference channel/digital line to calculate Active Time; 
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5. Calculate On Enabling Digital Line: if selected, then Active Time is calculated only when selected 
digital line is ON; 

6. Enable Digital Line: is the reference Digital Line to enable Active Time computation; 
7. Calculate on Machine status Channel Values: if selected, then Active Time is calculated only 

when selected channel assumes one of the values defined in “Enabling Status Values”. This value 
can represent, for example, the status of a PLC. By imposing this command, the value of the 
counter is increased only in the statuses specified; 

8. Machine Status Channel: is the reference channel which represents the current machine status; 
9. Enabling Status Values: are the status values (integer) that enable Active Time Computation; 
10. Calculate Cumulative Time (Life Time): if selected then calculated value is stored when iDaq 

terminates and loaded when iDaq is restarted so that Active Time values is initialized with last 
stored value; 

11. Publish Value While Growing: if selected then published value is updated in real time, if 
unselected, published value is final value calculated of reference channel; 

12. User Guide: Open the VIRTUAL CHANNEL-Industrial User Guide; 
13. Edit Custom Channel Attributes: Allows to add a custom attribute to the channel; 
14. Edit Group: Allows to edit the channel group 
15. Edit Settings: Allows to edit advanced settings for the channel. 
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CYCLE TIME FROM COUNTER 
This type of virtual channel allows the calculation of time that refers to counter; every time the piece 
counter is increased.  

For example, if the piece counter goes from 100 to 105 in 10 seconds, the time calculated will be  

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴 𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑇𝑇 𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓 =
10

105 − 100
= 2𝑠𝑠 

The following charts show how active time is calculated. 

 

FIGURE 10 – CYCLE TIME FROM COUNTER EXAMPLE. 

Configuration of Cycle Time Virtual Channel includes the following settings: 

 

FIGURE 11 – CYCLE TIME FROM COUNTER SETTINGS WINDOW. 

1. Channel Name: cannot be empty and must be unique; 
2. Min Value: defines the minimum value of the channel; 
3. Max Value: defines the maximum value of the channel; 
4. Signal: it is the reference channel/digital line to calculate Cycle Time; 
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5. Calculate On Enabling Digital Line: if selected, then Cycle Time is calculated only when selected 
digital line is ON; 

6. Enable Digital Line: is the reference Digital Line to enable Cycle Time computation; 
7. Calculate on Machine status Channel Values: if selected, then Cycle Time is calculated only when 

selected channel assumes one of the values defined in “Enabling Status Values”. This value can 
represent, for example, the status of a PLC. By imposing this command, the value of the counter 
is increased only in the statuses specified; 

8. Machine Status Channel: is the reference channel which represents the current machine status; 
9. Enabling Status Values: are the status values (integer) that enable Cycle Time Computation; 
10. Calculate Cumulative Time (Life Time): if selected then calculated value is stored when iDaq 

terminates and loaded when iDaq is restarted so that Cycle Time values is initialized with last 
stored value; 

11. Publish Value While Growing: if selected then published value is updated in real time, if 
unselected, published value is final value calculated of reference channel; 

12. User Guide: Open the VIRTUAL CHANNEL-Industrial User Guide; 
13. Edit Custom Channel Attributes: Allows to add a custom attribute to the channel; 
14. Edit Group: Allows to edit the channel group 
15. Edit Settings: Allows to edit advanced settings for the channel. 
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ANALOG TO INT 
This type of virtual channel allows to construct a digital value starting from one or more analog channels. 
Every analog channel will be converted in its binary value, and its last bits will be used to compose a digital 
number. The following properties need to be edited. 

 

FIGURE 12 – ANALOG TO INT OVERVIEW. 

1. Channel Name: cannot be empty and must be unique; 
2. Bits: defines the number of bits (starting from the less significative) that will be used by every 

channel to compose the output digital value; 
3. Min Value: defines the minimum value of the channel; 
4. Max Value: defines the maximum value of the channel; 
5. Available Analog channels in this Device: this table defines the available channels and allows to 

select one or more of them. The upper channel represents the LSB, while the lower represents 
the MSB. 

Example: let’s suppose that the user selects channels Ch0 and Ch1 with 2 bits. The analog value of these 
two channels will be converted in binary, and the last two bits of each channel will be used to compose 
the output. 

Let’s say that the two channels have the following values: 

Ch0 = 10 (dec) = 00001010 (bin); the last 2 bits are “10” 
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Ch1 = 3 (dec) = 00000011 (bin); the last 2 bits are “11” 

So, the output of this VIRTUAL CHANNEL CALCULATOR (VCC) will be “11” composed with “10”, which 
becomes “1110”, that is 14 in decimal value. 
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DIGITAL TO INT 
This type of virtual channel creates a VIRTUAL CHANNEL with integer values that represent the binary 
figures obtained packing selected digital lines. You can generate integer values with the following formats: 

• U8 when you select up to 8 digital lines, 
• U16 when you select up to 16 digital lines, 
• U32 when you select up to 32 digital lines. 

The following table show calculated values when you select 5 digital lines: 

DL5 DL4 DL3 DL2 DL1 VC 
0 0 1 0 1 5 
1 0 1 0 0 20 
0 0 1 1 0 6 

 

Note that first selected DL is use as LSB and last selected DL is used as MSB. 

 

FIGURE 13 – DIGITAL TO INT SETTINGS WINDOW. 

Configuration of Digital To INT Virtual Channel includes the following settings: 

1. Channel Name: cannot be empty and must be unique; 
2. Min Value: defines the minimum decimal value of the channel; 
3. Max Value: defines the maximum decimal value of the channel; 
4. Table with selected digital line that will be used to calculate channel values. 
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PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCE (PERCENTAGE DIFF.) 
This type of virtual channel represents as percentage value, the difference between two signals, divided 
by the value of one of them. Signal value is calculated as follow: 

Out signal = 100* (CS -RS)/RS 

Where: 

• CS is Controlled Signal 
• RS is Reference Signal 

 

 

FIGURE 14 – PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCE SETTINGS WINDOW. 

Configuration of Percentage Difference Virtual Channel includes the following settings: 

1. Channel Name: cannot be empty and must be unique; 
2. Min Value: defines the minimum value of the channel, in percentage; 
3. Max Value: defines the maximum value of the channel, in percentage; 
4. Controlled Signal: signal that must be measured and compared with a reference signal; 
5. Reference Signal: signal that is used as reference. 
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PARAMETRIC OFFSET 
This type of virtual channel allows to add or subtract a parametric offset to a specified channel.  

It is used to obtain accurate measurements. 

Below two examples of usage. 

 

FIGURE 15 - EXAMPLE A OF USAGE OF PARAMETRIC OFFSET 

In this example (figure above) the sensor is positioned at a fixed distance from the theoretical center of 
the circle. The radius of the circle is the offset. When a workpiece is placed in contact with the sensor, the 
measurement of the sensor is added to the offset and the actual value of the measured workpiece radius 
is returned. So, in this case the used mode is OUT=OFFSET+SIGNAL. 

 

FIGURE 16 - EXAMPLE B OF USAGE OF PARAMETRIC OFFSET 

In this example (figure above) the sensor is positioned using a bracket to measure the depth of workpiece, 
the offset is indicated by the blue line. This time the depth measurement is given by OUT=OFFSET – 
SIGNAL. 

In fact, you have to add or subtract from the offset the signal value depending on the type of measurement 
to be carried out. 
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FIGURE 17 – PARAMETRIC OFFSET SETTINGS WINDOW 

Configuration of Parametric Offset Virtual Channel includes the following settings: 

1. Channel Name: cannot be empty and must be unique; 
2. Min Value: defines the minimum value of the channel; 
3. Max Value: defines the maximum value of the channel; 
4. Offset: defines the parametric offset that will be added/subtracted from the signal; 
5. Signal: defines the signal on which the offset will be applied; 
6. Mode: defines if the offset is going to be added or subtracted to the channel (view examples at 

the beginning of the chapter); 
7. Unit: measurement unit of the signal; 
8. Settings: Allows to edit advanced settings for the channel. 
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BLINKING STATUS 
Blinking Status Virtual Channel is used to associate the velocity of blinking of a machine to a status.  

In this way, it is possible to have a new signal that indicates what status a machine is in, according to 
the blinking frequency of one of its signals.  

The editor and its functions are reported below. 

 

FIGURE 18 - BLINKING STATUS SETTINGS WINDOW 

Configuration of Blinking Status Virtual Channel includes the following settings: 

1. Channel Name: cannot be empty and must be unique; 
2. Min Value: defines the minimum value of the channel; 
3. Max Value: defines the maximum value of the channel; 
4. Digital Line: defines the signal on which the offset will be applied; 
5. Table of Associated Status: shows the status configured. As in the example in the figure above, 

in the first row the frequency of the signal blink is every 1 second and the associated value 
corresponds to 10. 

6. User Guide: Open the Virtual Channel Industrial User Guide; 
7. Edit Custom Channel Attributes: Allows to add a custom attribute to the channel; 
8. Edit Group: Allows to edit the channel group 
9. Add an association: it allows to configure a new association between blinking frequency and 

output value.  
10. Edit Button: edit an existing configuration in the table; 
11. Remove Button: remove and existing configuration in the table. 
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CIRCULAR COUNTER 
Circular Counter Virtual Channel is used to count pieces for aerial chain conveyors, for example in 
powder coating plants or slaughtering conveyors, and in any circumstances where there is a circular 
conveyor. 

This function requires a sensor that counts all the chain hooks that pass and one that signals when 
the first chain hook passes, called "Begin Signal". 

You can assign a custom value to each counted hook. 

 

FIGURE 19 - CIRCULAR COUNTER SETTINGS WINDOW 

Configuration of Circular Counter Virtual Channel includes the following settings: 

1. Channel Name: cannot be empty and must be unique; 
2. Initial Value: defines the initial value of the channel. For example, it could be 0, 1, or more 

according to the needs. 
3. Last Value: defines the maximum value of the channel, for example it could be the maximum 

number of hooks of a circular chain or the maximum number of pieces that can be produced in 
one turn; 

4. Validation Timeout (sec): defines the duration of the two intervals of time preceding and 
following a pulse of the reference digital line in which the "Begin Signal" can be considered as 
valid. Outside of this interval, "Begin Signal" pulses will not be taken into account in order to 
reset the count to zero. 
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For example, if the validation timeout is set to 1, the “Begin Signal” will be taken into account if 
it occurs within one second before or one second after a reference digital line pulse. 

The scheme below shows a visual representation of Validation timeout as the grey rectangle, the 
pulse of the digital line as black and six examples of “Begin Signal” impulses. The four as green 
are taken into account because fall within the grey rectangle (validation timeout), the two as red 
are not taken into account because fall outside the validation timeout and, therefore, the count 
is not restarting from zero. 

 

FIGURE 20 - VALIDATION TIME SCHEME EXAMPLE 

5. Increment: defines the increment of the signal. This function is useful when a number higher 
than one is needed for every signal. 

6. Limit Count on Last Value: it allows to limit count to the last value specified in Last Value box.  
7. Digital Line: it is the reference digital line to calculate the virtual channel; 
8. “Begin Signal” Digital Line: it is the reference digital line of “Begin Signal” to calculate the virtual 

channel. “Begin Signal” is the line that signals when the first chain hook passes. 
9. Calculate on Machine Status Channel Values: if selected, then the virtual channel is calculated 

only when selected channel assumes one of the values defined in “Enabling Status Values”. This 
value can represent, for example, the status of a PLC. By imposing this command, the virtual 
channel works only in the statuses specified; 

10. Machine Status Channel: is the reference channel which represents the current machine status; 
11. Enabling Status Values: are the status values (integer) that enable the virtual channel; 
12. Store and reload counter value when iDaq Starts: if selected, then calculated value is stored 

when iDaq terminates and loaded when iDaq is restarted so that the virtual channel value is 
initialized with last stored value.  

13. User Guide: Open the Virtual Channel Industrial User Guide; 
14. Edit Custom Channel Attributes: Allows to add a custom attribute to the channel; 
15. Edit Group: Allows to edit the channel group; 
16. Edit Settings: Allows to edit advanced settings for the channel. 
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SMART PIECE COUNTER 
Smart Piece Counter Virtual Channel allows you to add a parametric multiplier that depends on the 
kind of parts you’re producing and to reset the parts counter when you’re starting a new batch. 

It acquires the data from Digital Factory 4.0 Kernel software. For more information about Digital 
Factory 4.0 visit digitalfactory40.com.  

 

FIGURE 21 - SMART PIECE COUNTER SETTINGS WINDOW 

Configuration of Smart Piece Counter Virtual Channel includes the following settings: 

1. Channel Name: cannot be empty and must be unique; 
2. Min Value: defines the minimum value of the channel; 
3. Max Value: defines the maximum value of the channel; 
4. Increment: defines the increment of the signal. This function is useful when a number higher 

than one is needed for every signal. 
5. Analog Channel: it is the reference channel to calculate the virtual channel; 
6. Calculate on Enabling Digital line: if selected, then the virtual channel is calculated only when 

selected digital line is ON; 
7. Enable Digital Line: is the reference Digital Line to enable Active Time computation; 
8. Calculate on Machine status Channel Values: if selected, then the virtual channel is calculated 

only when selected channel assumes one of the values defined in “Enabling Status Values”. This 
value can represent, for example, the status of a PLC. By imposing this command, the virtual 
channel works only in the statuses specified; 

9. Machine Status Channel: is the reference channel which represents the current machine status; 
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10. Enabling Status Values: is the list of the status values (integer) that enable the virtual channel.  
IMPORTANT: To separate all the status values use “,”. 

11. Store and reload counter value when iDaq Starts: if selected, then calculated value is stored 
when iDaq terminates and loaded when iDaq is restarted so that the virtual channel value is 
initialized with last stored value; 

12. User Guide: Open the Virtual Channel Industrial User Guide; 
13. Edit Custom Channel Attributes: Allows to add a custom attribute to the channel; 
14. Edit Settings: Allows to edit advanced settings for the channel. 
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STABILIZED TIME FROM COUNTER 
Stabilized Time from Counter Virtual Channel allows to stabilize time from counter in the case where the 
measured time is not stable or affected by a significant jitter. 

This Virtual Channel averages between the values coming out of the machine in a given time. Is it possible 
to output also cycles per minute. 

 

FIGURE 22 - STABILIZED TIME FROM COUNTER SETTINGS WINDOW 

Configuration of Stabilized Time from Counter Virtual Channel includes the following settings: 

1. Channel Name: cannot be empty and must be unique; 
2. Min Value: defines the minimum value of the channel; 
3. Max Value: defines the maximum value of the channel; 
4. Signal: it is the reference channel/digital line of the counter to calculate the stabilized time; 
5. Calculate on Enabling Digital Line: if selected, then the virtual channel is calculated only 

when selected digital line is ON; 
6. Calculate on Machine status Channel Values: if selected, then the virtual channel is 

calculated only when selected channel assumes one of the values defined in “Enabling Status 
Values”. This value can represent, for example, the status of a PLC. By imposing this 
command, the virtual channel works only in the statuses specified; 

7. Calculate Cumulative Time (Life Time): if selected, then the output value is calculated on 
the basis of all previous data; 
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8. Retain value when calculus condition is not active: if selected, it keeps the signal active until 
a new calculated signal. For example, if the stabilization period lasts 60 seconds, the signal 
will remain active for 60 seconds until the new calculated value arrives. 

9. Convert to cycles/min: it converts the stabilized cycle time into cycles per minute; 
10. Stabilization Period (sec.): defines the stabilization time, that is the time in which to acquire 

the signals for averaging time from counter; 
11. User Guide: Open the Virtual Channel Industrial User Guide; 
12. Edit Custom Channel Attributes: Allows to add a custom attribute to the channel; 
13. Edit Group: Allows to edit the channel group; 
14. Edit Settings: Allows to edit advanced settings for the channel. 
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RANGE CONTROL 
This type of virtual Digital Line is activated when an analog signal moves in or out of a specified range. 

  

FIGURE 23 – RANGE CONTROL EXAMPLE 

In previous chart, upper signal is reference analog channel. When its values are inside the range control 
(horizontal grey line), generate Virtual Line is ON. When its values are outside the range control then 
generate Virtual Line is OFF. 

 

FIGURE 24 – RANGE CONTROL SETTINGS WINDOW 

Configuration of Range Control Virtual Digital Line includes the following settings: 

1. Name: cannot be empty and must be unique; 
2. Min Value: defines the lower bound of the control range; 
3. Max Value: defines the upper bound of the control range; 
4. Signal: signal that must be controlled; 
5. Activation Type: define if digital Line is selected when signal is IN or OUT of defined control range. 

The following scheme illustrates how VIRTUAL DIGITAL LINES (VDL) value changes according to Activation 
Type settings 
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FIGURE 25 – VIRTUAL DIGITAL LINES (VDL) VALUES WITH DIFFERENT SETTINGS OF ACTIVATION TYPE PARAMETER 

  

On when inside range 

On when out of range 

Signal 
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SMART COUNTER 
This type of virtual channel counts the number rising fronts of a selected digital line. This channel can be 
configured to acquire counters from PLCs and CNs that generates pulses on output digital line when 
machine is producing pieces. To avoid fake pulses when machine is in maintenance mode or manual 
operation, configure Enable Digital Line and Specific Machine Status Values to filter pulses when pieces 
have to be counted. 

 

FIGURE 26 – SMART COUNTER SETTINGS WINDOW 

Configuration of Smart Counter Virtual Channel includes the following settings: 

1. Channel Name: cannot be empty and must be unique; 
2. Min Value: defines the minimum value of the channel; 
3. Max Value: defines the maximum value of the channel; 
4. Increment: is the value added to channel value whenever a front in source digital line is detected. 
5. Digital Line: defines the digital line with pulses to be counted; 
6. Count on Falling Front: defines if counter value must be updated on rising or falling front of 

detected pulses; 
7. Calculate on Enabling Digital Line: defines when pulses must be considered or ignored: if 

unselected then all pulses are used to increment counter value, if selected then pulses are 
considered only when Enable Digital Line (8) value is True. 

8. Enable Digital Line: defines the digital line to be used as enable signal for counter. 
9. Calculate on machine Status Channel Value: defines when pulses must be considered or ignored: 

if unselected then all pulses are used to increment counter value, if selected then pulses are 
considered only when Machine Status Channel (10) values are among Enabling Status Values 
(11); 
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10. Machine Status Channel: is the analog channel that represents the machine status. Channel 
values are rounded to Integer, to evaluate if values are among Enabling Status Values (11); 

11. Enabling Status Values: these values (integer only) are enabling values for this counter; 
12. Store and Reload counter value when iDaq starts: define behavior of this channel when iDaq 

starts and stops. If unselected, iDaq reset initial channel value to 0 every time it starts. If 
unselected, iDaq store last value on termination and reloads that value as initial value when 
starts. 
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VALUE CROSSING 
This type of virtual Digital Line is ON when a selected signal crosses a specified value. 

 

FIGURE 27 – VALUE CROSSING SETTINGS WINDOW 

Configuration of Value Crossing Virtual Channel includes the following settings: 

1. Channel Name: cannot be empty and must be unique; 
2. Crossing Value: the value limit that signal must cross, to activate VIRTUAL DIGITAL LINES (VDL); 
3. Signal: is the source signal used to calculate VIRTUAL DIGITAL LINES (VDL); 
4. Direction: defines the way VIRTUAL DIGITAL LINES (VDL) is activated. Possible values are: 

• ON When above value, VIRTUAL DIGITAL LINES (VDL) is TRUE when signal value is above 
crossing value 

• ON When below value, VIRTUAL DIGITAL LINES (VDL) is TRUE when signal value is below 
crossing value 

 

The following diagram illustrates how VIRTUAL DIGITAL LINES (VDL) is calculated with signal values. 

  

ON when above value 

ON when below value 
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PRODUCTION STATUS 
This Virtual Digital Line (VDL) is used to generate a (1 bit) digital signal that represents the status of a 
machinery (it can be ProductionMode or ManualMode), starting from another digital line, called 
"source". If source line (that tipically represents a relay) switches with period smaller that a manually-
defined timeout, the status of the machinery is ProductionMode, and the Virtual Digital Line value is 
TRUE. If conversely the timeout is elapsed, the machinery status is set to ManualMode, and the Virtual 
Digital Line value is FALSE. 

Production Status Settings are configured with the following Settings Window: 

 

FIGURE 28 - PRODUCTION STATUS SETTINGS WINDOW 

The Settings Window contains the following elements: 

5. Channel Name: cannot be empty and must be unique; 
6. Timeout: the timeout used to detect changes in source signals, to activate Virtual Digital Line; 
7. Digital Line: is the source signal, monitored to calculate Virtual Digital Line; 
8. Store Timeout on disk: if True then elapsed timeout is stored on disk when iDaq execution 

terminates and is reload when iDaq is launched. This option is useful when timeout indicates 
time interval of minutes. For small timeout values (i.e. few seconds) this option is not relevant. 
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VALUE MATCH 
Value Match Virtual Digital Line (VDL) is used to create a digital line that activates both when a specified 
signal matches a target value or when it is different from the target value, according to settings. 

 

FIGURE 29 - VALUE MATCH SETTINGS WINDOW 

Configuration of Value Match Virtual Digital Line includes the following settings: 

1. Channel Name: cannot be empty and must be unique; 
2. Target Value: the value to activate the Virtual Digital Line; 
3. Signal: is the source signal used to calculate the Virtual Digital Line; 
4. Activation Type: the digital line can be activated both when the signal matches the target value 

(“ON when equal”) and when it is different from the target value (“ON when different”). 
5. User Guide: Open the Virtual Channel Industrial User Guide; 
6. Edit Custom Channel Attributes: Allows to add a custom attribute to the channel; 
7. Edit Group: Allows to edit the channel group. 
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